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Sastri,   Odalamane Pandurang—mwu%s   *&
(Sanskrit text).    6V£"X4", pp. 24,   Central   Printing Pi ess,
Karwar, 1941.	[1091
A reply to certain criticism of the Advaitic creed, pointing out that
the identity of Jiva and Brahma can be proved.
Sircar, Mahendra Nath—A Neo-Vedantic Conception of
Reality. OR. LXXIX, pp. 229-236.	[1092
A review of Sri Arobindq's work The Life Divine, which is a neo-
interpretaiion of the classical thought of the Vedanta inspired by
rare psychic and occultist experiences formulated in a synthetic
structure of thought.
Tagore, Rabindranath—Anandi (Gujarati text). Crown 16mo.
pp. 235, Niranjan Karyalaya, Surat, 1941.	[1093
Propogates the principle of Ahimsa. Translated into Gujarati by
Sundaram from the original Bengali.
Talasikar, V. E.—Hindu Epistemology and Modern Thought.
NR. XII, pp. 113-117.	[1094
Discusses briefly the evaluation of the means of knowledge accord-
ing to Hindu Philosophical thought. He first takes each Pramana or
means of knowledge and first discusses its validity and its limitations
according to the main system, of Hindu metaphysics and then compares
it with Western epistemology. And compares Hindu conception of
the theory of knowledge with the epistemological ideas of modern
science.
Tirtha, Swami Ravi—The Nyayakusumanjali of Udayana-
catya: A presentation of theistic doctrines according to
the Nyaya system of philosophy. BmV. V, Pt, 1. [1095
Varadaehari, K. 0.—Isavasyopanisad: A study according
to Sri Vedanta Desika, In No. 1434, pp. 538-544. [1096
Presents a few salient points in the Upanisadic thought as expounded
by Vedanta.
Watave, K. N.—[The Philosophy of ^Esthetic Pleasure] by
P. Pancapagesa Sastri, Annamalainagar, 1940. See ABIHL
III, Fo. 1322.	[1097
" The author attempts to explain the process of pleasure derived from
the reading of the poetic composition. This analysis of the enjoy-
ment of aesthetic pleasure or the Kavyasvada has been attempted
by him not independently but with the help of the master-minds of
mediaeval India who subjected the question to the closest scrutiny	
The thesis really supplies a long felt want. It is, therefore, highly
useful to the student of Sanskrit. In the words of S. Kuppuswami
Sastrigal, who writes a foreword to the present work " The Syste-
matic account which this thesis gives of the wherefore of the
aesthetic satisfaction, will be a contribution of considerable interest
to the literature on the subject in English." ABORL XXH, Pts. 3-4,
?p.~ 295-29?*

